
Would Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The things you are frightened of, or even those you
________________________ in the dark, should never be mentioned before
the little ones, or else they cry when it comes to bedtime, and say it was
because of what you said.

1.

(not/meet)

would rather not meet

Peter, who had never tasted spirits, said he ________________________
the rum, whereon old Jim laughed at him and drank it himself.
2.

(not/take)
would rather not take

She ____________________ about them than experience them.3. (read)would rather read

And though I think I ___________________ elsewhere, yet in my heart of
hearts I long to be buried among good Scots clods.
4.

(die)
would rather die

Neither they nor the simple fisher-folk, their friends, had thought of the
thing, but now at length it occurred to Clementina that she
________________________ up to the door of Lossie House with Malcolm at
this hour of the morning.

5.

(not/walk)
would rather not walk

If you ________________________________ than be praiseworthy,
contemn little merits, and allow no man to be so free with you as to praise you
to your face.

6.

(not/passive/commend)

would not rather be commended

I will assume this latter hypothesis; I _____________________ your
digestion than your heart.
7.

(doubt)
would rather doubt

I _______________________ my father's grave.8. (give up)would rather give up

In a way, it was holy ground; and he _______________ no one should go
on it who did not feel its sanctity.
9. would rather

If you think I'd be a tell-tale I ___________________ with you.10. (not/go)'d rather not go

But he knows how high we prize it; he knows we ___________________
than make these letters public; and do you suppose he would not trade upon
the knowledge?

11.

(die)

would rather die
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It is only true to say that thousands of young men in the early stages of a
licentious career ____________________ a right hand than have their
mothers or sisters know what manner of men they are.

12.

(lose)
would rather lose

But Oswald did not mind interrupting, because Dora ought not to work too
hard, and Halma always ends in a row, and I _______________________
what I think of Dicky's screw.

13.

(not/say)
would rather not say

But really I _________________________ just yet; I'm a little tired.14.
(not/dance)

would rather not dance

He told me that though there were some painful circumstances in his
family history he _________________________ upon, that, in point of
station, he yielded to none in the rank of untitled gentry.

15.

(not/enter)
would rather not enter

I feel as if I could not do justice to the idea, for I, too, have lived once on a
time with these others; and I __________________________ the experiment.
16.

(not/repeat)
would rather not repeat

They're things, in my opinion, that don't concern anybody else as a
general thing, and I couldn't tell what I said without telling what she said, and I
___________________ that.

17.

(not/do)'d rather not do

I've never been a breakfast yet, and I ______________________.18.
(not/begin)

'd rather not begin

I _______________________ millions, and find some girl, as poor as you
are, with a generous nature like your own; and I would renounce a fatal
passion which will kill me.

19.

(possess)

would rather possess

I _______________________________ in the brew or it might sicken me
afterwards to drink-of the Spring of Life.
20.

(not/passive/mix up)
would rather not be mixed up
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